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A GEOMETRICALCHARACTERIZATIONOF BANACHSPACES
WITH THE RADON-NIKODYMPROPERTY
BY

HUGH B. MAYNARD
ABSTRACT. A characterization of Banach spaces having the Radon-Nikodym property is obtained in terms of a convexity requirement on all bounded subsets. In addition a
Radon-Nikodym theorem, utilizing this convexity property, is given for the Bochner
integral and it is easily shown that this theorem is equivalent to the Phillips-Metivier
Radon-Nikodym theorem as well as all the standard Radon-Nikodym theorems for the
Bochner integral.

1. Introduction. Rieffel [9] proved a Radon-Nikodym theorem for the Bochner
integral, using techniques established in [8], in an attempt to establish the RadonNikodym theorem of Phillips [7] and Metivier [5]. He was unable to establish it
in the nonseparable case, the result depending upon a proof that every convex
weakly compact set in a ß-space is dentable. This circle of ideas was not closed
until Troyanski [10] proved that a Banach space with a weakly compact
fundamental subset is isomorphic to a locally uniformly convex Banach space.
This is, as would be expected, much deeper than necessary and a simpler proof

will be indicated in §2.
The obvious characterization of Banach spaces with the Radon-Nikodym
property would seem to be that every bounded subset must be dentable. In §3 it
is demonstrated that a characterization is that every bounded subset must be odentable, where a-dentability is a dentable type condition which is strictly weaker
than dentability. It is however an open question if dentable and a-dentable
coincide in Banach spaces having the Radon-Nikodym property.

2. Dentability and a-dentability with application to Phillip's Radon-Nikodym
theorem. The following notation will be observed in the remainder of this paper.
B will denote a Banach space and if D C B then c(D) and c(D) will denote the
convex hull of D and the closed convex hull of D, respectively. The open and
closed spheres of radius r about x G B will be Sr(x) and Sr(x). If (X^p) is a
totally finite positive measure space then 2+ = {E G 2: ¡i(E) > 0} and for a Bvalued measure m on 2, the average range of m over E G 2+ with respect to u

isAE(m) = HF)/p(F):

F C E,F G 2+}.

Definition 2.1. A set D C B is o-convex iff for every sequence {a,},°li, a¡ > 0,
2/-i a¡ = 1, and for every sequence {d¡}°lx C D such that 2" i a,d¡ converges,

we have 2" i a¡d¡ G D.
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The a-convexhull of D C B is given by
{00

00

00

"\

2 a, </,:**,> 0, 2 a, = 1>and 2 «¡4 converges>.
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i-l

J

If Z>is bounded then the infinite convex sums in o(D) always exist. We may
also assume that the constants a, > 0. In addition we always have the following
relations:

D C c(D) C o(D) C c(D)

where the inclusions may be strict.
We now recall the definition of dentable and introduce the concept of odentable.
Definition 2.2. A set D C B is dentable [o-dentable]iff for each e > 0 there
exists d E D, such that

d G c(D ~ St(d))

[d G o(D ~ St(d))}.

If D is not dentable [o-dentable] then any number e > 0 such that for all

d G D, d G c(D ~ Se(d)) [d G o(Z>~ St(tf))] is called a dentablelimit Indéniable limit] for the set Z).
The following lemma is immediate.

Lemma 2.1. If D C B is dentable then it is o-dentable.
Example. By considering the following subset of Ü (X, 2, ja) where (X,1,p) is a
nonatomic, finite, positive measure space with ft(A") = 1, we can see that adentable is a strictly weaker concept than dentable.
Let P be the positive cone in L'(A*,2,fi) and Ux be the unit cell [Ux

= {/: 11/11
= 1}]in Lx(X,2,p).Thenif D = [U0<«<,e«Pni/,]U

{1}it is easy

to establish that the constant function 1 is a a-denting point for D [i.e. V e > 0,
1 is the appropriate element of D] and yet D is not dentable.
In order to prove dentability or a-dentability of a set it is often possible to
reduce the problem to the consideration of countable sets.
Lemma 2.2. IfDcB

has the property that every countable subset is dentable (o-

dentable) then D is dentable (o-dentable).
Proof. The proof of the o-dentable assertion is entirely analogous to that of the
dentable case and thus we will only prove the dentable assertion.
Suppose D is not dentable. Then there exists e > 0 such that e is a dentable
limit for D. Now for each x G D there exists a countable set Ax C D ~ Se(x)
such that x E c(Ax).
Define by induction a sequence {A„}of subsets as follows. Pick any z E D and

set Ax = {z}.Given A„.x let A„ = U{AX:x E An_x}.Thus the set A = mLxA,
C D is countable and is clearly not dentable and hence the lemma is established.
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Theorem 2.1. If K G B is a relatively weakly compact set, then it is dentable.

Proof. By Lemma 2.2 we need only consider the case when B is separable. In
this case the argument given by Riefiel [9, p. 76] or the argument by Namioka [6,
p. 150]can be used to obtain the result.
An elementary proof of this fact can be obtained in the following manner.
It suffices to assume that K is a convex weakly compact set since Rieflei [9]
showed that if c(D) is dentable then D is dentable.
Then by Lemma 2.2 it suffices to assume that B is separable. Suppose e > 0
and let A be the set of extreme points of K. By the Kreih-Milman theorem,
A ¥= 0. Let {.x,},°libe a dense subset in B; then since A~wis weakly compact and
since

Iw = £)Â" n [x, + se/2(0)],
there exists at least one / and a weak convex neighborhood N such that
À~wD [x¡ + Se/2(0)] contains N n A". This follows since A~wis a Baire space

and since St/2(0) = 3£2(0).
Thus there exists x G A such that x is in the interior of N and the diameter of
N n A w is bounded by e/2.
Let Kx = c(K ~ N), K2 = c(N n A). Kx and K2 are both weakly compact,
convex, and disjoint. Thus
c(Kx U K2) = c(Kx U K2)

= {Xxx+ (1 - X)x2:0 <X<

l,xx G Kx,x2 G K2}.

The diameters of A', and K2 have the following bounds: 8(K2) < e/2 and if
d = ô(7() < oo, 8(K¡) < d. Assume d * 0. Let C = {Xxx+ (1 - X)x2:xx
G Kx,x2 G K2,t/4d < X < 1). Thus C D Kx and C is weakly compact. Suppose yx,y2 G K ~~ C. Then

yt = X,x\ + (1 - X,)x'2,

0 < X, < e/4<7,x¡ G AT,,xj G K2, t = 1, 2.

Thus

n»-ah < iA,nw
- jciii+ u - xiw+ lAaiiw
- xiii
< (e/4c7)• </+ e/2 + (e/4rf) • </ = e.

Thus if A/,= A/ ~ C, A/iis weakly open, x G A/,,and the diameter of Nx n ATis
less than e. Thus x G K ~ Se(x)w since 5e(x) D Nx D K. Thus since x is an
extreme point of K, x G c(K ~ 5e(x)) and K is dentable.
The following theorem is due to Rieffel [9, Theorem 1, p. 71] and is obtained
by replacing dentable with a-dentable, the proof remaining essentially the same.
We include a proof using the locally small average range Radon-Nikodym
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theorem [4, Theorem 3.1] in the spirit of the simple equivalence of all RadonNikodym theorems for the Bochner integral.
Theorem 2.2. Let (A",2,/t)be a totally finite positive measure space and let B be a
Banach space. Let m be a B-valued measure on 2. Then there is a B-valued Bochner

integrablefunctionf on X such that m(E) = fEfdpfor all E G 2, iff
(i) m is p-continuous,
(ii) \m\(X) < oo,
(iii) m has locally o-dentable average range, that is, given E G 2+, there exists

F C E, F E 2+, such that AF(m) is o-dentable.
Proof. (=>) This is immediate from Theorem 1, Rieffel [9, p. 71] and Lemma

2.1.
(<=) Let E E 2+ and e > 0 be given. Then there exists Ed C E, Ed G 2+,
such that AEi(m) is o-dentable. Thus choose b G AEi(m) such that b G
o(AEä(m)- St(b)). Suppose b = m(F0)/p(F0),F0 C Ed, F0 E 2+. Then by Theorem 3.1 and its corollary [4, p. 16], if b E A(FQ,e)= {r G B: \\m(A)- rp(A)\\
< ep(A), V A C F0, A G 2+} we are done. So suppose b G A(F0,e).

Claim. There exists F C F0, F E 2+, such that b G A(F,t).
Proof. Suppose not. Then the property that \\m(Ë)/p(Ë) - b\\ > e is a local
null difference property and hence by the exhaustion principle [4, Lemma 1.1, p.

2] F0 = U,°i,£, where m(Ei)/p(Ei) E Ah(m) ~ St(b) C AEi(m)~ St(b), but
m(F0)/p(F0) = 2". (p(Ei)/p(FQ))m(Ei)/p(Ei) E o(AEi(m) ~ St(b)) and this
yields a contradiction.
Thus there must exist F C F0 C E, F E 2+, such that b E A(F,e) and by
Theorem 3.1 and its corollary [4, p. 16] we have the desired conclusion.
Corollary [Phillips]. Let (A\2,/i) be a totally finite positive measure space and let
B be a Banach space. Let m be a B-valued measure on 2. Then there is a B-valued

Bochnerintegrablefunctionf on X, such that m(E) = fEfdp,for all E E 2, iff
(i) m is p-continuous,

(ii) |m|(A") < <x>,and
(iii) m has locally relatively weakly compact average range.

Proof. (=»)This followsfrom Rieffel[8, p. 466].
(<=) If m has locally relatively weakly compact average range then, by
Theorem 2.1, m has locally dentable average range.

3. A geometric characterization of Banach spaces with the Radon-Nikodym
property. The concept of o-dentability allows us to obtain a relatively simple
characterization of Banach spaces with the Radon-Nikodym property using

Theorem 2.2.
Definition. A Banach space B has the Radon-Nikodym property (R-N
property) iff for any totally finite positive measure space (A",2,/i) and any B-
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valued p-continuous measure m on 2, with |»i|(^f) < oo, there exists /G

¿1(^,2,^) such that m(E) = fEfdp for all F G 2.
Definition. A Banach space B is said to be a a-dentable space iff every bounded
set K C B is o-dentable.
It should be emphasized that it is not known if a a-dentable space need have
all of its bounded subsets dentable.
Theorem 3.1. A Banach space B has the Radon-Nikodym property iff B is a adentable space.

Proof. (<=) If B is a a-dentable space then Theorem 2.2 immediately implies
that B has the R-N property because any ß-valued, p-continuous measure of
finite variation has locally bounded average range.
(=>) Suppose B is not a a-dentable space. Then there exists a bounded subset
KGB such that K is not a-dentable. We will construct two regular measures m
and p which negate the Radon-Nikodym property.
Since K is bounded and not a-dentable we can choose e, N such that
(i) e is a a-dentable limit for K, and

(ii) K C SN(0).
Let X = [0,1) and choose an increasing sequence of infinite partitions {w„}^L,
of X such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) *■„= {A"z}ieN.where each A", = [<£,#).
(ii) For each n, z G N", A" = UfLiAfä] where we consider (z,i) G Nn+i.
(iii) For each n, z G N", bfâ\ = afäx+x).Thus the decomposition of each half
open interval A" proceeds from left to right.
We now define a ring of subsets «/? of X. Let J? — {A U B: A is a finite union

of Ak,s and B is a finite union of sets of the form UZ.nA$\ = Anz~ UffiAgft}.
We consider both 0 and X to be elements of J?. We will now define p and m
on c/?and extend to regular countably additive measures on o(*J?), the a-algebra
generated by J?. o(=/?) consists of the Borel subsets of [0,1).
Define p and m by induction on the sequence of partitions. Let p(0) = 0,
«i(0 ) = 0, p(X ) = 1, m(X ) = k where k is any element of K. Suppose p and m
are defined on the elements of ir„ such that m(A")/ii(Az') = k? G K for each
A"zG Ttn. Then since K is not o-dentable, knt = 2"i «fôi*&/{> «$ > 0,

2£,<1)=1

and

{^J}-,

C*~S,(*;).

We now' define p(/,&.'))

= a[t^\).(AX)and w(^¡'z+,1))
= fi(A^\)k^;\. Let *r = {,4 C X:A G -rr„for some
«}.
Thus m and p are defined on each ir„ and hence can be extended by finite
additivity to all of ¿R.
Notice that the diameter of the average range of m over each A" is at least e.
This fact, after extension to o(<=f?),will yield the contradiction.
Notice also that the construction yields a "horizontal" countable additivity,
that is,
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AAÎ) = i=i
2 i4A&\)

and

m(A]) = 2 m(Alt}))

for ail « G AT,2 G N".

1=1

Claim 1. ja can be extended to a Bore! measure on [0,1) and hence is regular and
countably additive.

Proof. It suffices to show that p is regular on it relative to ^f? since it is then
regular on <=»?andhence has an extension to a Borel measure on [0,1).
Let c > 0 be arbitrary and A E it. Then using the "horizontal" countable
additivity there exists {A,)ni=xC ir such that

p(A)- i—\
2 p(Ai) <e.
Thus we have
\JA¡ C \JA, C A,

1-1

1=1

U?LXA¡is compact and hence p is inner regular on A.
Suppose A = [a, b). Then by choosing the tail end of the decomposition of the
preceding interval, we can find a sequence {/I,}", such that p(U¡ixA¡) < e,
UiLxAi G ^?, and (A U [U,*,^,])' 3 A, where Z>'is the interior of D. Thus ja
is outer regular on A and hence p is regular on all of it.
Claim 2. m can be extended to a Borel measure on [0,1) such that \\m(A)\\
< Np(A)for all A G o(^/?). Thus the extension is countably additive and regular.

Proof. Since p is regular and dominates m we can apply Theorem 1 [1, p. 62]
of Dinculeanu which implies that m has a countably additive extension of finite
variation such that m remains dominated by ja and m is regular.
Claim 3. m is not an indefinite integral with respect to p.

Proof. It suffices to show that, for B G o(cr?), the average range of m over B,
AB(m), has diameter not less that e/2. This sufficiency follows from Theorem 3.1

and its corollary [4, p. 16].
Let B E o(<=/?).Now by the regularity of ja and m on o(¿?) we can choose a
compact C and an open O such that (i) C c B c O, and (ii) p(0 —C)
< (e/l6N)p(B).
Now those elements in .=/?ofthe form A"2i) U [ U," m^fc,-i)] f°rm a base of the
topology in [0,1) and hence by the compactness of C and the openness of O we
can find a finite number of these which cover C and are contained in O. Thus
there exists a disjoint sequence {A¡}°LX
C m such that C C UfLxA¡ C O.
Now there must exist at least one set A¡ such that p(A¡ ~ B)/p(A¡) < e/SN
= 8 since if not, we have
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p(0 ~ C) > rfjjA, ~ Zf)= 2 p(A,~ Z?)

> (e/l6N)p(B)
Thus choose Aa such that

p(Aa ~ B)/p(Att) < e/8/V.

(*)

Let D = Aa n £ G o^),

then Z) C 5 and ja(D) > 0. Now by taking the

next partition of Aa we get Aa = U^LiQ where the {Q}£L| C w and are
disjoint. Then there must exist a small « such that

p(Cn ~B)<

since

if

not

(e/ZN)p(Cn)

p(Aa~ B) = tfUJ-KC.- Ä)) > (e/8/V)2,1, p(C„)

= (e/SA^jui/O which contradicts (*).
Let £ = C, n i. Now from the construction of m and p
m(Aa)

m(Cn)

p(Aa)

p(Cn)

> e.

In addition
\m(D)

<Aa)

ÁD)

p(Aa)

IIV
-

p(D) m(D) A jiL4. ~ *) "-R ~ B)
p(Aa
p(Aa)
p(Aa
) li(D)

p(Aa~B)f\\m(D)

f-X.)
a) HI
UKD)
M£»)

m(Aa ~ B)
p(Aa ~ b)

In the same manner we get \\m(E)/p(E) - m(Cn)/p(C„)\\ < e/4. Thus

\m(E)
¡a(£)

m(D)
p(D)

*}■

Thus the diameter of /l^im) is not less than e/2 for all Z? G o(<=/?)and hence
m is not an indefinite integral with respect to p.
Thus B does not have the R-N property.
The following corollary is due to Uhl [11, Theorem 1, p. 2].
Corollary. If B is a Banach space such that every closed separable subspace of B
is linearly homeomorphic to a subspace of a separable dual space, then B has the

Radon-Nikodymproperty.
Proof. Suppose B satisfies the hypothesis of the corollary. Let K be any
bounded set in B and D any countable subset of K. Then the closed linear span
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[D] of D is linearly homeomorphic to a subspace of a separable dual space. Since
a linear homeomorphism maps a-dentable sets into a-dentable sets and since a
separable dual space has the R-N property, D is mapped into a a-dentable set
and hence is itself a-dentable. Thus K is a-dentable and B has the R-N property.
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